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‘~‘IIP peal; power of 3UTIV and the pulse width of lps pro- 
IIII(.~YI 1)~ t ht’ n’d:glass lawr systet~i is capable of creating a 
Iligllly-ionized plasma of a moderate density gas on an ul- 
I I.ilfw>l t.llne scale and generating a large amplitude plasma 
\\‘a\~: with an accelerating gradient, of the order of GeV/m. 
\\‘<s art‘ going to demonstra.tr part,icle acceleration inject- 
IIL~ c>lcc.trons of a few Me\’ emit.t.ed from a solid target by 
llltc:nsP last-r irradiation. 

and excites wakefields in the resultant plasma in synchro- 
nism with the first laser. Energy change of the test elec- 
trons caused by t#he wakefield is measured by an energy 
analyzer. 

We have not yet conditioned the lps laser to attain the 
full power. Consequently, no conclusive demonstration of 
the acceleration has not yet observed. 

2 THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

I(t~c~nt progress in ult,rashort. super-intense lasers allows 
II> t.o t,est, the principle of t,he Laser Wakefield Accelera- 
tor (I,\YFA) [l] .4 II int,ense. short. laser pulse with peak 
l)e)wt’r of :iO’I’W and pulse width of lps is delivered by the 
1 tl:glass last,r system GM11 in Osaka University. This laser 
;li,liic,vcs IO”- lO’“W/ cm? int,ensity, strong enough to cre- 
(It t> a fully-ionized plasma on an ultrafast time scale by the 
1 iiiin(~ling ionization process. In a pla.sma with appropriate 
cll>llsit,j, a large amplitude of wakefield is generated behind 
t llc lascar pulse propagating through the plasma due t,o the 
,,oii’l(~roiliot,ive force. l’he pliasc velocity of t,he pla.sma 
\vave is highly rela.tivist,ic so tha.t the wakefield can accel- 
+,ratc charged particles t,rapped by t,he plasma oscilla.tion. 

We assume the Gaussian beam optics, in which the laser 
beam has the wavelength X0, the peak power P, the radius 
wg(.z) at the waist and the vacuum Rayleigh length ZR. 
The linear model with an unmagnetized, cold plasma of 
classical electrons and immobile ions gives the longitudinal 
wakefield excited by t,he Gaussian laser pulse as[i] 

eE _ m,c2E0 cos(k,z - upt) r-2 
2- 

zR[l + (z/zRj2] > - w;[l + (Z/ZR)2] ’ 

(1) 
with the vacuum resistivity Ro = 377Q, the plasma fre- 

quency up, k, = wp/vp with a phase velocity of the plasma 
wave tlpr and 

ECJ = 

k2a2 
kpu2 exp(-y) I (2) 

III tmhcsc esperiment,s, a cha.mber is filled with Hz or 
II(, gas beforehand, whose pressure lnates with the opti- 
III~II~ I)iasma density for acceleration if it is completely 
is ,Irizc%tl. Two 1.052~m Nd:glass laser beams are injected 
Illlo t hr cha.mber. One wit,h 2OOps duration and 200GW 
~~~~;+li powt’r bombarded a solid target t.o produce test, elec- 
t r011k ahost~ c’ncrgy ranges to t lie order of Me\‘. The ot,her, 
\vitl~ 11~ duration and 3DTW peak power. ionizes the gas 

where (T, is t,he rms pulse length. The wakefield is maxi- 
mum when the plasma density gives the relation A, = 1~0,. 

The maximum energy gained by an electron with ve- 
locity equal to the phase velocity of the plasma wave is 
obtained by integrating the axial wakefield along the laser 
beam axis, 

co 
(~~Lrlax = 

s 
Ei(Z)dZ = 7m,C2&g. (3) 
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Figure 1: Evolution of the electron density n,, the density 
perturbat,ion n and the axial electric field E, excited by a 
1 ps Ntl glass laser pulse of the peak intensity 10’” W/cm’. 

‘I’I-,c lps, ;H)‘~‘w laser pulse at wavelength X0 = 1.052Lrm 
should be able to produce the maxinlum energy gain of 
15i\ileV 

Tire trapping condition for an elect.ron wit,h energy 7 
i\llCl Lelocity $ = U/C iS given by 

~~2/(m4J,l) > -!(I - orb/4 - l/-r@. (4) 

where /I$ is the phase velocity of the plasma wave and ye 
is the relativistic factor of its phase velocity defined as 

‘I‘he trapping and the acceleration occur at the waist in 
t.he Rayleigh length. The minimum threshold kinetic en- 
orgy t.o be trapped by the plasma wake is about 40keV for 
c>scit.at,ion of a 10ldW/cm intensity. 

‘Phe present experiments utilizes the ability of tunneling 
lonizatlon of a short pulse laser. The phenomenon on an 
ultrafast time scale (5 1Ofs) is distinct when the intensity 
15 greater than 1015W/ cm? The onset of tunneling ioniza- 
I ion IS predicted by a simple Coulomb-barrier model. The 
t hwshold mtensity [4] for the production of charge state 2 
of the atom or ion with the ionization potential U, is given 
by 

I,,, = 2.2 x 10'52-~(CiJ27.21)" W/CIll~. (6) 

.l‘he ionization rate [5] for a hydrogen atom is given by , 

I4.H = 1.61w,, 
[ 

10.87E, ” 1j2 
E. ] exp[-s]) (7) 

\v here da ” is the atomic unit of frequency(4.1 x 1016 s-l) 
and Ea u is the atomic field strength (5.1 x 10’ V/cm). 

Fig. 1 depicts the evolution of electron density in hydro- 
t;t:n i)l,wma with initial atomic density 710 = 2.415 x 1Ol5 
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Figure 2: Experimental layout for electron acceleration. 

cm -3> the densit,y perturbation and the axial electric field 
excited by a 1 ps laser pulse with the peak intensity 
lo = 1o’t’W/clIl~. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The chamber is filled with Hz or He gas beforehand with 
static pressure to mate with the optimum plasma density 
for acceleration when completely ionized. It is also possible 
to feed the gas pulsively in synchronous with the laser 
pulse. Two 1.052pm Nd:glass laser beams are injected into 
the chamber. One bombards a solid target to produce test 
electrons whose energy ranges to the order of MeV. The 
other with lps duration and 30TW peak power ionizes 
the gas and excites wakefield in the resultant plasma in 
synchronism with the first laser. The energy change of the 
test electrons caused by the wakefield is measured by an 
energy analyzer. 

The lasers are almost linear polarized. They are pro- 
cessed as follows[3]. A primary Nd:YAG laser pulse of 
130~s duration is coupled to a single mode fiber of 1.85km 
in length. The beam is split into two at the exit of the 
fiber, each has 2OOps duration and 1.8nm bandwidth. One 
is amplified and used for the electron production. The 
other is also amplified to an energy of 41J with a beam 
diameter of 14cm, and it is finally compressed to a pulse 
width of Ips by a pair of gratings. The output from the 
compression stage is focused into a vacuum chamber con- 
taining Hz or He gas with a focal spot size of - 100pm. 
Because the wavelength for maximum gain in the ampli- 
fiers (1053nm) is different from the central wavelength of 
the charped pulse(1052,3nm), the spectrum of each of the 
two amplified pulses is shifted downwards. 

The repetition rate of the laser system is less than once 
per hour. The pair of gratings, a focusing lens and the se- 
tups of Fig. 2 are contained in the chamber and evacuated 
to - lo-‘torr. The laser power and the time structure 
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can be measured at the exit of the plasma chamber by a 
calorimeter and a streak camera with 0.6~s time resolu- 
t,~on. rrsprctively. In the course of optical alignment and 
tiliiing adjustment, the soursc Nd:YAG laser is used at the 
1~111s~ rate of 5Hz. The alignment used a metal sphere with 
a radius of lOO~rn, which was placed at the point to be fo- 
cused and whose image was observed by a CCD camera 
from the end windows. The direct,ion and t,he posit,ion of 
a filial mirror were adjusted so that. t.he sphere hides the 
laser beam completely. 

The test electrons with energy satisfying ‘the trapping 
condition are produced by irradiating a solid target by 
the 405, 200~s laser. The electron production may be ex- 
planned by the Raman instability or resonance absorption 
of I he laser radiation[6]. III order to inject electrons emit- 
red fro111 the target into the laser wakefield at, the waist of 
t hc laser beam, a dipole magnet is used to select, the elec- 
tron energy in the range of 0.2 - 3IvleV. This spectrograph 
is Jllaced between the target and the image point of clec- 
t.rotrs, as shown in Fig. 2. The electrons are injected along 
1.1le axis of the main laser beam The time delay bet.ween 
two laser beams are adjusted by the optical path lengths 
of 1,wo laser pulses. It takes account of t,lie time-of-flight 
of the elect.rons, which amounts to 1 Sns for electrons of 
I 5ble\!/c. The test el ec rons are thus selected both by t 
t 110 spc:ctrograph and the time-of-flight. 

‘I’lie acceleration occurs at the waist of the laser beam 
cllaracterized by a Rayleigh le1lgt11 of 2S111111 in the plasma 
chanlber. The test electrons are bent by an angle of 90’ 
1ii the dipole field of the spectronieter placed in the exit of 
t II<’ j)la.snia chamber. This spect.roineter covers the energy 
~ra~~gc of 10 - 45 MeV at the dipole field of 4.3kG. The 
c~lectron detector is an array of 32 scintillation counters 
each of which is assembled with a lcm wide scintillator 
~IILI a l/2-in. H3165 phot,omutipher. Shields of lead blocks 
and plat,es were necessary to reject background noise. The 
j~ul~e heights of the detector array are measured by the fast 
iririIt,ichannel CAhlAC AI1Cs gated in coincidence with the 
l;+ser pulse. The energy resolution of the spectrometer is 
I .:3MeV per channel. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

%‘\‘o ~OIIC~IISI~~ demonstration of the acceleration has not 
let observed. We have not yet transmitted the full power 
of the 11~ laser to the plasma chaniber. 

,is tlic‘ target to produce tr>st. electrons, an aluriiinum rod 
,~nd ;t gold plate were tried, br11 11o snbstnntial difference 
\\ii.q found. ‘I’lie inaximum eiectro~~ energy \vas around 
I Al<,\‘. Tl~e increase of t,lic laser i’nctrgy increased not t.lie 
I~IIC’V~~ but the nurriber of electrons ‘I’he energy spectruni 
of tc>st electrons front the alumirium t,arget produced by 
I II,, 2OOp. 25 9J laser beaiii is dlown in Fig. 3. 

\\‘t> hat1 prepared optical plas;iiia cliagnost.ics t,o rrieasurtz 
I II~: 1~las111a density, t,he Stark broadeiiing[‘?], t.he blueshift- 
iug of tile incident laser spect,rurn[S], elc IloLvever, suffi- 
c.irrirt liglit int,ensity foi, s11cl1 (lingnostics has not obtained 
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Figure 3: Energy spectrum of test electrons 

from t#he plasma. We have t>o calculate the plasma densit,y 
from the gas pressure at the present. 

We have tried a.cceleration experiments using the lps 
laser beam with power less than 5TW. It is found that the 
energy spectra of electrons are certainly different with and 
without the existence of the test electrons; i.e., with and 
without the operation of the 200~s laser. However, because 
of the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the energy spectra, we 
refrain from publishing the results. The ratio has been pre- 
dicted by the simulation which numerically integrates the 
two-dimensional equation of motion. It gives the probabil- 
ity of the electron trapping in this range of laser power to 
be < 10e4 We expect that the lps laser with the designed 
power will give clear results. 
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